A radial expansion flow having a linear-speed-gradient (linear-grad) creates robust perception of a rigid object moving-in-depth [Perception 19 (1990) 21]. It has been reported that sensitivity to a linear-grad of radial expansion emerges at 2 months of age [Infant Behavior and Development 17 (1994) 165]. In the present study, we examined the development of sensitivity to the linear-grad of radial expansion after 2 months of age with three experiments. A total of 197 2-to 5-month-old infants participated. The results showed that sensitivity to the linear-grad improves between 2 and 3 months of age (Experiment 1), and that the infants may discriminate between an expansion having linear-grad and that having zero-grad based on their perception of motion-in-depth (Experiments 2 and 3).
Introduction
The ability to perceive three-dimensional (3-D) structures is one of the most basic abilities necessary for animals to live in the world. As many researchers have pointed out, the visual system can utilize motion information projected onto the retina in order to construct perception of the 3-D world (e.g., Koenderink, 1986) . In particular, a radial expansion flow represents motion-in-depth (MID) such as the approach of an object or the forward motion of the observer in 3-D space (e.g., Beverley & Regan, 1979; Gibson, 1979; Johansson, 1964; Lee & Aronson, 1974; Regan & Beverley, 1978; Savelsbergh & Whiting, 1991) . Perception of MID is highly significant for animals because such perception may be associated with various adaptive actions such as escape from predators, capturing an approaching object, or heading perception during locomotion.
The ability to detect and utilize radial expansion flow emerges very early in life. Many studies have reported that at about 1-month-old infants show defensive responses (e.g., blinking or head rotations) to a radial expansion pattern (e.g., Ball & Tronick, 1971; Ball, Ballot, & Dibble, 1983; Bower, Broughton, & Moore, 1970; Nanez, 1988; Yonas, Pettersen, & Lockman, 1979) . The existence of defensive responses in early life suggests that young infants can detect and utilize radial expansion flow in order to respond adaptively to the 3-D world.
Psychophysical data regarding human adults has revealed that linear-speed-gradient of expansion plays a critical role to perception of MID based on radial expansion. De Bruyn and Orban (1990) demonstrated that the perception of a rigid object moving in depth arises ''only when the local speeds are zero at the center and increase linearly towards the periphery''. In their experiments, the participants were exposed to a radially expanding random dot pattern and instructed to judge whether the expansion appeared as an approaching rigid or non-rigid object. There were three conditions of the speed-gradient of expansion: (1) the local speeds were zero at the center and increased linearly towards the periphery, (2) the local speeds were not zero at the center and increased linearly towards the periphery, and (3) the local speeds were constant at any position. The results showed that a strong perception of an approaching rigid object arises only when the local speed of expansion is zero at the center and increases linearly toward the periphery.
Sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of radial flow emerges very early in life. Nanez and Yonas (1994) suggest that 1-and 2-month-old infants are sensitive to the linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion. They examined 1-and 2-month-old infantsÕ defensive responses for two types of stimuli. One was a single-depth stimulus which represented a rigid plane moving in depth. This stimulus consisted of a single radial flow with linearspeed-gradient so that the single depth stimulus contained a single speed-gradient. The other was a multiple-depth stimulus which represented the observerÕs own MID in a 3-D space. The multiple-depth stimulus consisted of three radiations each of which had different speed-gradients which were superimposed on each other so that the multiple-depth stimulus contained three different speed-gradients. The results showed that the infants generated defensive responses only when they were exposed to the single-depth stimulus. Nanez and Yonas interpreted these results as follows: because the infants could utilize the linear-speed-gradient of radiation to perceive MID, they showed defensive responses for the single-depth stimulus which represented a collision with a rigid object but not for the multiple-depth stimulus which represented the infants own forward motion and no collision event.
In the present study, we investigated the developmental process of sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion flow after 2 months of age. Many studies have reported that the sensitivity to relative motion improves rapidly between about 2-5 months of ages (e.g., Bertenthal & Bradbury, 1992; Dannemiller & Freedland, 1991; Shirai, Kanazawa, & Yamaguchi, 2004) . It is expected that sensitivity to linear-speedgradient of radial flow also improves at around this time.
We examined 2-to 5-month-old infantsÕ sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion flow by using the preferential looking method. We presented two radial expansion patterns consisting of moving random dots side by side. Two expansions had the same average dot-speed whilst having different speed-gradients (e.g., see Fig. 1 ). One was an expansion having a linear-speed-gradient; that is, the local dot-speed was increased linearly toward the periphery. The other was an expansion having a zero-speed-gradient; that is, the Fig. 1 . Distributions of local dot-speed of the two radial expansions in Experiment 1. Solid and dashed lines represent the distributions of local dotspeed in the high-and low-speed condition, respectively. The left graph shows the distribution of local dot-speed of expansion having a linear-speedgradient (linear-grad). In the expansion having a linear-grad, local dot-speed was zero at the center and linearly increased toward the periphery. The right graph shows the distribution of local dot-speed of expansion having a zero-speed-gradient (zero-grad). In the expansion having a zero-grad, local dot-speed was maintained at constant value independent of eccentricity. local dot-speed maintained a constant value independent of eccentricity.
General method

Apparatus
All stimuli were displayed on a 21 00 color CRT (TO-TOKU Calix CDT2141A). The resolution of the CRT was set at 1024 · 768 pixels with an 8 bit color mode. The CRT was controlled by a PC (AONE VXMSL2MeC/09183). Two loud speakers were positioned on either side of the CRT. A CCD camera was attached just below the CRT and was connected to a video deck. The experimenter could see the infantÕs looking behavior via a TV monitor connected to the camera.
Stimulus
Each stimulus was composed of two radial expansion patterns placed side by side on the CRT. The distance between the focuses of the two expansions was about 31.3 deg. Each expansion consisted of 100 moving dots randomly distributed on a virtual circular window. The diameter of the virtual window was about 15 deg. The size of each dot was about 0.17 · 0.17 deg. The luminance of each dot was 0.80 cd/m 2 and that of the background was 79.55 cd/m 2 . Each dot moved toward the periphery of the window along a radial trajectory every 33 ms. Hence an expansion was presented as an animation at 30 frames/s. When a dot reached an edge of the virtual window, the dot was then randomly replotted on the window. Each dotÕs life was randomly chosen from 1 to 5 frames, so that about 20% of dots were randomly re-plotted on the window for every one frame.
The two expansions had the same average dot-speed whilst having different speed-gradients. One was an expansion having a linear-speed-gradient (linear-grad.); that is, the local dot-speed was increased linearly toward the periphery. The other was an expansion having a zero-speed-gradient (zero-grad.); that is, the local dotspeed maintained a constant value independent of eccentricity.
Procedure
Each infant sat on his/her caretakerÕs lap in front of a CRT. The viewing distance was about 40 cm. Prior to the presentation of the trials, the caretakers were instructed to close their eyes during each trial. Hence the caretakers were naive for the identity of the stimuli. Each trial began with the presentation of a colorful fixation figure (about 5.6 · 5.6 deg) at the center of the CRT accompanied by a short beep sound. When the infant looked at the center of the CRT, the fixation figure disappeared and a stimulus was presented. Each stimulus remained for 5 s.
Each infant participated in one experimental session. Each session consisted of six trials. In the half of the trials, an expansion having a linear-grad appeared on the right side of the CRT. In the other half of the trials, an expansion having a linear-grad appeared in the left side of the CRT. The orders of the six trials were pseudo-randomized: an expansion having linear-grad did not appear on the same side of the presentation field for more than three consecutive trials.
Data coding and analysis
One observer measured the infantÕs looking time (LT) for the two expansions in the experimental session based on an offline video movie. The observer was naive for the identity of the two expansions on the screen. The observer recorded the infantÕs LT for the right or left presentation field by pressing one of two keys when the infant was looking at the relevant field. When the infant looked away from the presentation field, no recording was made.
We calculated the infantÕs preference score for the expansion having the linear-grad (PLG) based on the LTs. The PLG was the ratio of the LTs for the expansion having the linear-grad to the total LTs for both the expansion having the linear-grad and that having the zero-grad.
To examine the significance of the mean PLGs, a onetailed Student t-test vs. chance (0.5) was performed.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we set two average dot-speed conditions: a high-speed condition and a low-speed condition (Fig. 1) . In the high-speed condition, the average dotspeed was set at 5.68 deg/s: the local speeds of the expansion having a linear-grad was increased from 0 to 11.36 deg/s and that of the expansion having zero-grad was maintained at 5.68 deg/s. In the low-speed condition, the average dot-speed was set at 2.84 deg/s: the local speeds of the expansion having a linear-grad was increased from 0 to 5.68 deg/s and that of the expansion with zero-grad was maintained at 2.84 deg/s. Each infant participated in either a high-speed or a low-speed condition.
Participants
The data was collected from a total of 96 2-to 5-month-old infants. The infants were divided into four age groups: 2, 3, 4, and 5 months.
Forty-eight infants participated in the high-speed condition: 12 2-month-olds (mean = 66.0 days, SD = 4.41), 12 3-month-olds (mean = 92.3 days, SD = 7.57), 12 4-month-olds (mean;122.4 days, SD = 8.44), and 12 5-month-olds (mean = 153.6 days, SD = 7.55). An additional nine infants who had shown extreme preference (more than 95% of the total looking time) to a lateral side of the CRT throughout the experimental session were excluded from the data analysis.
The other 48 infants participated in the low-speed condition: 12 2-month-olds (mean = 66.2 days, SD = 3.54), 12 3-month-olds (mean = 93.6 days, SD = 6.17), 12 4-month-olds (mean = 124.7 days, SD = 6.30), and 12 5-month-olds (mean = 155.3 days, SD = 9.50). An additional 10 infants who had shown extreme preference (more than 95% of total looking time) to a lateral side of the CRT throughout the experimental session were excluded from the data analysis. The results show that all age groups prefer the expansion with linear-grad significantly in the high-speed condition. The open circles show the infantsÕ mean preference for the expansion having a linear-grad in the low-speed condition. The results show that all age groups except for that at 2 months of age prefer the expansion having a linear-grad significantly in the lowspeed condition.
Results and discussion
The 2-month-old infantsÕ preference for the expansion having a linear-grad was dramatically changed between the high-and low-speed condition. The difference between the 2-month-old-infantsÕ sensitivity for the high-speed condition and that for the low-speed condition was statistically significant (a two-tailed Student t-test, t(22) = 2.49, p < .05). This suggests that the 2-month-old infantsÕ sensitivity to the linear-grad of radial expansion flow is affected by the expansion flowÕs average speed. On the other hand, the infants aged over 3 months showed a significant preference for the lineargrad in both the high-and low-speed conditions. These results suggest that the older infants are more sensitive to the linear-grad of expansion flow than are the 2-month-old infants, and that the older infantsÕ sensitivity is not affected by the average speed of the expansion flow.
The 2-month-oldsÕ insensitivity to the linear-grad with the low-speed condition might reflect poor sensitivity of young infants to relative motions rather than an insensitivity to local motion components of the stimuli. In the present study, the average dot speed of the stimuli used in the low-speed condition was set at 2.84 deg/s. This dot speed seems to be high enough to examine the young infantsÕ motion sensitivity. Banton and Bertethal (1996) reported that the minimum threshold for coherent motion in 6-week-old infants was 2.7 deg/s and Wattam-Bell (1996) reports that 3-to 6-weeks-oldinfants could discriminate directional (1.3 deg/s) and non-directional motion. Based on the results of their studies, we might conclude that the 2-month-old infants were sensitive to most of the local motion components of the stimuli used in the low-speed condition.
The 2-month-old-infantsÕ insensitivity to the lineargrad with the low-speed condition might reflect the infantsÕ poor sensitivity to the relative motion. Bertenthal and Bradbury (1992) demonstrated that the minimum threshold for detection of shearing motion decreases by about one-third between 13 and 20 weeks (from 3.5 deg/s to 1.2 deg/s). The younger infantsÕ insensitivity to the low-speed stimuli observed here might be consistent with the results of Bertenthal and Bradbury (1992) .
The results of this experiment suggest that the infants could discriminate between an expansion having a linear-grad and that having a zero-grad. Human adults can discriminate between the linear-and zero-grad easily, because the linear-grad creates rigid MID perception and the zero-grad creates non-rigid MID perception (De Bruyn & Orban, 1990) . The infants might discriminate between the two expansions based on the difference of rigid and non-rigid MID perception created by linearand zero-grads, respectively. We examined this possibility in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we investigated the infantsÕ sensitivity to a reduced-linear-speed-gradient (reduced-grad) of radial expansion flow. An expansion having a reducedgrad had the same average dot-speed as the expansion having a linear-grad in the high-speed condition described in Experiment 1, but the gradient was reduced to half of that of the high-speed condition (see Fig. 3 ). Such a reduced-grad creates either rigid or non-rigid MID perception (De Bruyn & Orban, 1990) . The discrimination between a reduced-grad (rigid/non-rigid) and a zero-grad (non-rigid) would be much more difficult than that between the linear-grad (rigid) and zero-grad (non-rigid). The infantsÕ discrimination performance between a reduced-grad and a zero-grad should decline if the infants discriminated between the linear-grad and the zero-grad based on their perception of MID in Experiment 1.
Stimuli used in Experiment 2 were identical to those used in the high-speed condition of Experiment 1 with exception that the linear-grad of expansion was replaced with a reduced-grad (see Fig. 3 ). The local speeds of the expansion with the reduced-grad increased from 2.84 to 8.52 deg/s and that of the expansion having zero-grad maintained at 5.68 deg/s. The average dot-speed was set at 5.68 deg/s.
Participants
The data was collected from a total of 39 2-to 5-month-old infants: nine 2-month-olds (mean = 67.2 days, SD = 2.82), 10 3-month-olds (mean = 93.5 days, SD = 7.01), 10 4-month-olds (mean = 121.9 days, SD = 6.81), and 10 5-month-olds (mean = 152.1 days, SD = 9.31). An additional seven infants who had shown extreme preference (more than 95% of total looking time) to a lateral side of the CRT throughout the experimental session were excluded from data analysis. Fig. 4 shows the infantsÕ mean preference for the expansion having a reduced-grad in Experiment 2. None of the age groups showed a significant preference for the expansion having a reduced-grad. These results suggest that the infantsÕ sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of expansion flow declines when they are exposed to an expansion having a reduced-grad. Because expansion having a reduced-grad can create non-rigid MID perception, the infants might not be able to discriminate between the reduced-grad and zero-grad which also create non-rigid MID perception.
Results and discussion
The decline in sensitivity to the half-grad stimulus implies that the infants participating in Experiment 1 might discriminate between the linear-and zero-grad stimuli based on their perception of MID. However, it seems that other possibilities regarding the infantsÕ discrimination between the linear-and zero-grad still remain. The infantsÕ discrimination between the expansion having linear-grad and that having zero-grad may depend on the difference of local motion components between the linear-and zero-grad stimuli. For example, in Experiment 1, the center area of the linear-grad stimulus had some dots with zero-speed, whereas the zero-grad stimulus had no zero-speed dots. The presence of such dots in the linear-grad might be a cue of discrimination between the linear-and zero-grad stimuli.
We conducted another control experiment to examine these possibilities. 
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3 we used stimuli composed of two rotational motion flows. One rotation had a linearspeed-grad and the other had a zero-speed-grad. That is, the stimuli were identical to those used in Experiments 1 and 2 with the exception that the motion direction of each dot was rotated by 90 (or À90) deg from the radial trajectory (see Fig. 5 ), so that each stimulus contained two clockwise (or anticlockwise) rotational flow patterns.
Such rotations have same local speed distributions as the radial expansion flows used in Experiments 1 and 2, but they create no motion-in-depth perception. If the infants discriminate between an expansion having lineargrad and that having zero-grad based on detection of local motion components (e.g., presence of zero-speed dots) rather than MID perception, infants exposed to the rotations should also discriminate between the two rotations.
In Experiment 3, we set three conditions regarding the speed-gradient of rotation: the high-speed-linear-, low-speed-linear-and reduced-linear-grad conditions. In the high-speed-linear-grad condition, the average dot-speed was set at 5.68 deg/s: the local speeds of the rotation having a linear-grad changed from 0 to 11.36 deg/s depending on eccentricity and that of the rotation having a zero-grad were maintained at 5.68 deg/s (same speed distribution as the high-speed condition of Experiment 1). In the low-speed-linear-grad condition, the average dot-speed was set at 2.84 deg/s: the local speeds of the rotation having a linear-grad changed from 0 to 5.68 deg/s depending on eccentricity and that of the rotation having a zero-grad was maintained at 2.84 deg/s (same speed distribution as the low-speed condition of Experiment 1). In the reducedlinear-grad condition, the average dot-speed was set at 5.68 deg/s and the local speeds of the rotation having a linear-grad changed from 2.84 to 8.52 deg/s and that of the rotation having a zero-grad maintained at 5.68 deg/s (same speed distribution as Experiment 2).
Each infant participated in only one condition session: the high-speed-linear-, low-speed-linear-, or reduced-linear-grad conditions. In each experimental session, the two rotations had the same motion direction (clockwise or anticlockwise) and the direction did not change throughout the session. The direction of rotation was counterbalanced across infants.
Participants
The data was corrected from a total of 33 3-to 5-month-old infants. The infants were divided into three condition groups.
In the high-speed-linear-grad condition, 11 infants (mean = 127.6 days, SD = 23.37) participated. Six infants were exposed to clockwise rotations and the other five infants were exposed to anticlockwise rotations.
In the low-speed-linear-grad-condition, 11 infants (mean = 130.2 days, SD = 25.67) participated. Five infants were exposed to clockwise rotations and the other six infants were exposed to anticlockwise rotations.
In the reduced-linear-grad-condition, 11 infants (mean = 129.5 days, SD = 26.67) participated. six infants were exposed to clockwise rotations and the other five infants were exposed to anticlockwise rotations.
An additional three infants (two for the low-speedgrad condition and one for the reduced-grad condition) who had shown extreme preference (more than 95% of total looking time) to a lateral side of the CRT throughout the experimental session were excluded from the data analysis. Fig. 6 shows the infantsÕ mean preferences for the rotation having a linear-grad in each condition. In all conditions the preference scores were not significant. These results suggest that the infants were insensitive to the difference between a rotation having linear-grad and that having zero-grad in all speed distribution conditions.
Results and discussion
The results of this experiment obviously contradict those of Experiment 1. The 3-to 5-month-old infants participating in Experiment 1 showed significant preference for the linear-grad expansion, whereas the infants participating in this experiment did not show any preference for the linear-grad rotation. The expansion and the rotation had same speed distribution, but the former creates MID perception and the later does not create such a perception. These results lead us to conclude that the infantsÕ preference for the linear-grad expansion (Experiment 1) might be dependent on the infantsÕ MID perception rather than for the difference between some local motion components such as presence of zero-speed dots.
General discussion
In the present study, we examined 2-to 5-month-old infantsÕ sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion flow.
In Experiment 1, we presented an expansion having a linear-speed-gradient (linear-grad) and that having a zero-speed-gradient (zero-grad) side by side to 2-to 5-month-old infants (see Fig. 1 ). Under the condition that the pair of the expansions had high average dot-speed (the high-speed condition), all age groups showed significant preference for the expansion having a linear-grad. Under the condition that the pair of the expansions had low average dot-speed (the low-speed condition), however, the infants aged over 3 months showed significant preference for the linear-grad. These results suggest that the sensitivity to the linear-grad of radial expansion flow improves at between 2 and 3 months of age.
In Experiment 2, we examined that whether or not the infants discriminate between the linear-and zerograd stimulus on the basis of their MID perception. We presented an expansion having a reduced-linearspeed-gradient (reduced-grad) and that having a zerograd side by side to 2-to 5-month-old infants. The pair of the two expansions had the same average dot-speed as did the high-speed condition in Experiment 1, but the speed-gradient of the reduced-grad was reduced to half of the linear-grad of the high-speed condition (see Fig. 3 ). Such a reduced-grad creates either rigid or non-rigid motion-in-depth perception, so that it would be difficult to discriminate between an expansion having a reduced-grad and that having a zero-grad. The results showed that none of the age groups showed a significant preference for the expansion having a reduced-grad. These results suggest that the infants had difficulty in discriminating between an expansion having a reduced-grad and that having a zero-grad. This difficulty may reflect that the infant participating Experiment 1 discriminated between the linear-and zero-grad depending on their MID perception. The reduced-grad creates either rigid or non-rigid MID perception, so that the discrimination between the reduced-grad (rigid/non-rigid) and the zero-grad (non-rigid) would be much harder than that between the linear-grad (rigid) and the zerograd (non-rigid) for the infants.
In order to examine other possibilities for the infantsÕ perception of the linear-grad stimulus, we conducted Experiment 3. We examined whether or not the infantsÕ discrimination between the linear-and zero-grad stimulus depends on the difference of local motion components (e.g., presence of zero-speed dots) between the two stimuli. We presented the stimuli composed of two rotations which had same speed distributions as the stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2: one rotation had a linear-(or reduced) grad, and the other had a zerograd. The results of Experiment 3 showed that the 3-to 5-month-old infants showed no significant preference for the rotations having linear-(or reduced-linear) grad (Fig. 6) . These results contradict the results of Experiment 1 which showed that the 3-to 5-month-old infants prefer the expansion having linear-grad significantly. The expansions used in Experiment 1 and the rotations used in Experiment 3 had same speed distribution, but the former creates MID perception and the later does not create such a perception. These inconsistent results may reflect that the infantsÕ discrimination between the expansion having linear-grad and that having zero-grad was based on their MID perception rather than the perception of different local motion components.
Summarizing the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3, the infantsÕ sensitivity to the linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion flow improves between 2 and 3 months of age (Experiment 1), and this sensitivity may reflect the infantsÕ perception of motion-in-depth from the radial expansion flow with linear-speed-gradient (Experiments 2 and 3). These results are consistent with previous studies that reported rapid improvement of relative motion sensitivity after 2 months of age (e.g., Bertenthal & Bradbury, 1992; Dannemiller & Freedland, 1991; Shirai et al., 2004) .
The increase of sensitivity to the linear-grad of radial expansion after 2 months of age may involve the maturation of the dorsal visual pathway. Many neural studies have identified some parts of the dorsal pathway which are sensitive to radiation or other relative motions (e.g., Morrone et al., 2000; Paradis et al., 2000; Ptito, Kupers, Faubert, & Gjedde, 2001; Tanaka & Saito, 1989 ). Banton and Bertethal (1996 Bertethal ( , 1997 suggested that the projections from the striate cortex to the MT/MST mature functionally at about 2 or 3 months of age, and that such maturation contributes to the emergence of sensitivity to relative motion. The results of the present study may be explained by the development of such a neural framework.
